PRESS RELEASE
Ontrex takes the challenge and launches Software Packaging Challenge
Ontrex has more than 14 years of experience in software packaging and thousands and
thousands of delivered software packages from its own software packaging studio. Now the
Swiss IT and service provider is proving itself to national and international companies and is
launching the Software Packaging Challenge. The challenge is to find the application that
cannot be packaged or is the most difficult to package that the Ontrex software packagers
can tackle and successfully solve.
Brüttisellen, July 3, 2019 – Anyone who is not confronted with software packaging hardly cares
how complex this task is. IT departments take a different view. For them, fully automated software
distribution is a central task, which they have to perform with the highest possible success rate and
minimal interference in the user's workflows. But not every application can be packaged so easily.
The consequences are headaches and time-consuming, manual interventions with a potentially high
probability of errors and poor quality. The software packaging experts at Ontrex can change this and
launch the Packaging Challenge software.
Looking for unpackable software
All companies that have software products that in their eyes cannot be packaged or cannot be
implemented in all requirements are given the chance to solve this problem. You can submit your
software product to Ontrex and participate in the Software Packaging Challenge. The Ontrex
software packaging team selects the software that poses the greatest challenge to them from the
submissions and packages it free of charge. The Packaging Challenge runs from 1 July to 31
October 2019.
Well-Know companies
The Ontrex software packaging experts love tricky tasks and work with high quality, which is
reflected in the extremely low rework rate of less than 1 percent. Large national and international
companies in publishing, healthcare, industry, retail, finance and insurance rely on Ontrex software
packaging services. There is an increasing tendency to use the services as managed services.
Ontrex
Ontrex is a Swiss IT and service provider based in Brüttisellen with a branch in Munich. The company specializes in
service, security and system management as well as managed services. As a long-standing and qualified partner of the
manufacturers Symantec, Serviceware (helpLine), Nexthink and Vectra Networks, Ontrex sells, develops, implements and
supports industry-independent solutions in Switzerland, Germany and Austria. Further areas of expertise are software
packaging in the company's own studio and training courses at the Ontrex Academy. A team of 45 specialists serves over
400 national and international companies from a wide range of industries.
www.ontrex.ch www.ontrex.ch/softwarepackagingchallenge
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